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Early in the flight”work incidental to the development of .

supercharged engines at the Committeets Laboratory at k.ngley ..:-

Field, we ~ere somewhat astonished to find that the information

concerning this branch of flying

ience developed, we were further

%
this fragmentary information was

was,very meager. As our exper- _

surprised to find that even

unreliable; that it was appar- ....-

ently collected rather for its news value than for its value as
~“

scientific data.
,

The effect of high altitude or low atmospheric pressure u~n

the operation of an engine was theoretically well known. The

effect of the low pressure and lack of oxygen, and of the very

low temperaturesupon the pilot and likewise upon the performance———

of the airplane itself waasnot so well lmown. There was alsd a

divergence Of opinion concerning the use of OxYgen aPPara~s at-. -.—

cording to the previous experience of American and British

practice.

The nse or abuse of the oxygen equipment appears to have the

greatest influence upon the physical comfort and efficiency of ~

the pilot while engaged in flights above 15,000 feet. We conse-

●
quently will mention that important feature first.
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It is of the greatest importance that the oxygen should be

of the purest grade and thorou@.y dried. The drying isimpor-—Z

tant because moistuze may collect in the tubes or valves and is

apt to freeze, causing a stoppage. Care shouldbe taken that oil —

is excluded from all inter-nalparts of the apparatus as the pres–— -..-

ence of even a minute quantity of oil, if inhaled, is nauseating. .,

Automatic oxygen control we learned to have been unsatis-

factory and we have never atte~ted its use.- The simple ma~.al

control which we adopted has always functioned perfectly and we ..

have ilevercontemplated a changeti ThiG consists of a conven-

tional hookup of five bottles, each of three liter capacity and

d under 1500 pounds pressure, connected to a common header with a

. single lead to a high pressure gage and a manually operated .—

reduchg valve. This valve iS of a type in comuan usewi.th oxy-

acetylene welding outfits. From the valve a lead is carried to
—.

a flow meter graduated in l’liters.per r.inute{~and thence directly

by a rubber tube to the face mask. The mask is of rubberized

fabric, fur lined about the edging, covering the entire face from —

the bridge of the nose down to well under the chin.” The intake

is through a tube just over the nostrils and at the chin there

is a simple rubber flap exhaust valve. A sixth oxygen bottle is

provided fo~ emergency use controlled only by the bottle valve

and having another rubber tube attac-ned.

A difference of opinion exists as to the proper altitude. to

4 begin the use of oxygen. We believe that it should be taken&

.
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immediately the slightest need is felt an~ in ordinazy cases

erably at and above 15,000 feet and certainly not later than

18,000 feet. No advan%ge cam

such delay can only accomplish

Rucing fatigue both during and

be gained by delaying its use

a drain upon the body reserve

following the flight.

pref-

a6 ——

in-

J_.......—

Concerning the amount of oxygen to be taken as indicated by

the flowmeter, we suggest that from 2.7 to 3 liters per ninute ,

be used up to 25,000 feet, gradually increasing above that alti-

tude to 3* or 4 liters per minute with a possible maximum of 4$

liters at 35,000 feet. The individual must determine for himself

what the requirements of his system are; the foregoing is merely

*
a Wide indicated from OUT experience as the normal requirement=

. The effects of too little oxygen y:illbe immediately distin~ished—..

in dizziness, drowsiness and i:,lpairedvision. Cf too great an —

amount the effects will unfortunatel~~not be noticed unttl a day

or two later when it will be evidence~ by sore lungs. ---...—

In descending it is best to continue the use of oxY&n ~ R___

fairly low altitude; we ;Vouldrecommend to 19,00C feet. Thie

will alleviate the uncomfortable feeling and deafness usually _____

accompanying the descent. On the descent a decrease in the flow .

rate should be made corresponding to the increase in rate on the -

climb as indicated by the flowmeter.

In the operation of the control valve it will be noted that

. as the altitude increases, and due to the drop in external pres-
Q
.* sure, the flow will tend to increase at too rapid a rate and this
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nnst be checked by a mani~lation of the valve. On the descent

the contrariwise will be found.

we have noticed that the best work can be done more com-

fortably when a heavy diet and any appreciable amount of liquids

are refrained from on ‘he day of the flight.

As to the effects of the extreme cold we have but little

trouble. A fur-lined leather flying suit together with fleece-

lined moccasins of the usual Air Service style constituted the

clothing equipment used. These were not of the electrically

heated type, nor was the necessity for such heating felt. The

ordinary fur-lined helmet was augmented by ah additional helmet,

somewhat larger, fitted over the first. Gauntlet gloves of the

type having the index finger separate and the remaining three —-—.-

fingers in one were ~~ed because it was necessary for the pilot

—

..

.-

tO write observation data during the flights. A chamois face ...

mask

mask

were

was tried but was discarded as unnecessary since the oxygen

covered all of the lower face comfortably. 6fl~gglettesNo. _____

used ati mere quite satisfactory although a second pair was ...—

carried in the event of fogging and freezing. Fart of the ordi- —

nary clothing was discarded and a suit of very heavy silk under-

wear substituted. This added warmth and was less bulky. Two

uairs of heavy woolerlsocks were worn without shoes other than

the moccasins. This outfit was found to be quite satisfactory

and no discomfort was felt with the exception of the fingers.

Ordinarily, were it not req~ired to use the hands other than in
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piloting, a heavy double mitten would be preferable. We are now

attempting the use of electrically heated grips on the controls

but since the work is temporarily stopped during changes in the

equipment we cannot report their efficacy.

It is obviously wiser to refrain from any physical exertion

particularly during warm weather just prior to the flight, since

if the body is damp with perspiration the effect of the low tem-

perature will be the greater. It is better to wait until the

body has cooled and damp clothing removed-if necessary-

We have experienced no after effects from this nature of

d work nor fzom the use of oxygen. There has been no extraordinary

. fatigue following any flight and the same pilot has manY times

mde other fllghts of more ordinary character within a few hours

after the completion of

these flights have been

been made on successive

a high altitude flight. Even two of

made on the same day and a number have

days without deleterious effect. Immedi-

ately following a number of these flights,

has submitted to a physical examination bY

after effect has been noted=

. Likewise, we have been unable to note

the pilot involved

a physician and no

any effect upon the .

system due to the low atmospheric pressure, at least none that

is not corrected by the proper use of oxygent In fact, we would

imnress the point that the proper and careful use of

9
h inates all of the unpleasant and unusual elements of

, Most of the uncomfortable feeling is occasioned from

oxygen elim- ..=

the work.

psychological
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causes rather than physiological-

is prone to favor his irriigination

J..

Even the pilot of ’experience

in the monotony and lonesome–

i~essof high altitude flight. Peculiarly, even this difficulty

is remedied by the proper use of oxygen.

We believe that the foregoing encompasses all of the hazards

together with their remedies so far as the effect upon the phys–

ical condition of the pilot is concerned.

Of the airglane itself we have found that the low tempera-

ture has annoying effect upon the i.nterplaneand control wires

due to their contraction,

due to coagulation of the

% rig the wires loosely and

use a very thinoil..

and upon the control bearing surfaces _

lubricant. Our remedy for this was to

to thoroughly clean the bearings and

The bebavior of the airplane in the rarefied atmosphere of

30,000 feet and above is quite normal. Stalling and the recovery

from the stall, so far as ‘mecan observe, is the same as at

lower altitudes.

We have encountered no prevailing wind of high velocity

estimating the maximum at sixty miles per hour and the average

in the neighborhood of forty.

Our greatest worry in regard to the prevailing wind is a .

condition that would probably only exist on the east coast. That

is, that since the prevailing wind is from west to east, that a

parachute descent would undoubtedly carry one out to sea unless

the flight is caxried well inland.t
.,
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In general we now feel that there is no reason why this ivork

may not be taken up without the timidity or anxiety to which we

must confess in our initial attempts. We trust that this infer– ._

mation will be of value to those who in the future will enter

this work as a new field.
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